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Network science identifies key players in diverse biological systems including host-pathogen interac-
tions. We demonstrated a scale-free network property for a comprehensive rice protein–protein interac-
tome (RicePPInets) that exhibits nodes with increased centrality indices. While weighted k-shell
decomposition was shown efficacious to predict pathogen effector targets in Arabidopsis, we improved
its computational code for a broader implementation on large-scale networks including RicePPInets.
We determined that nodes residing within the internal layers of RicePPInets are poised to be the most
influential, central, and effective information spreaders. To identify central players and modules through
network topology analyses, we integrated RicePPInets and co-expression networks representing suscep-
tible and resistant responses to strains of the bacterial pathogens Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae and X.
oryzae pv. oryzicola (Xoc) and generated a RIce-Xanthomonas INteractome (RIXIN). This revealed that pre-
viously identified candidate targets of pathogen transcription activator-like (TAL) effectors are enriched
in nodes with enhanced connectivity, bottlenecks, and information spreaders that are located in the inner
layers of the network, and these nodes are involved in several important biological processes. Overall, our
integrative multi-omics network-based platform provides a potentially useful approach to prioritizing
candidate pathogen effector targets for functional validation, suggesting that this computational frame-
work can be broadly translatable to other complex pathosystems.
� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Complex systems including physical, biological, and social
systems can be represented and analyzed as networks to reduce
complexity [1,2]. Similar to other networks, biological networks
are represented as correlation-based- gene co-expression networks
(GCN) and, protein–protein interaction networks (PPI) or interac-
tomes [3,4]. These associations maintain the global circuitry of
diverse biological processes and signaling pathways induced dur-
ing any stress [5]. Exploration of the structural and functional
properties of these interactomes holds high potential to reveal a
wide range of information on specific proteins and interactions,
the formation of diverse gene modules, and distinctive nodes
within signaling cascades [6–9]. Some of the well-studied network
structural topological properties (centralities) employed in diverse
biological networks are degree, betweenness centrality, eigenvec-
tor centrality, and information centrality [7,10,11]. For instance,
the degree is the total number of connections of a node, between-
ness centrality is the bottleneck property among two subnetworks,
eigenvector centrality is the most influential nodes based on the
mutual effect of node neighbors and their influence in a network,
and information centrality is the ability of a node to spread
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information throughout the network based on the shortest path
[7,11–16]. These centralities define the network’s robustness and
as well as resilience and identify the significant components in
the network [17]. Therefore, decoding the network structural
architecture and exploiting these topological properties are crucial
to revealing the novel nodes/modules in a multifaceted system,
which may lead to the identification of key players in biological
processes that can be validated by experimental procedures [18–
20].

Pathogens including bacteria, viruses, fungi, oomycetes, insects,
and others employ a compendium of pathogenic proteins termed
‘‘effectors” that interact with host proteins termed as ‘‘targets” to
manipulate the host machinery to establish disease [21–24]. Since
most of such pathogen target proteins exhibit high centrality nodes
within a given network for efficient pathogenesis or host survival
[11,22,25], investigating network structural analyses will expand
our understanding of the nature of plant-pathogen interactions.
Towards this, several intra- and inter-species host-pathogen inter-
actomes have been generated and investigated in different model
systems including worms, plants, mice, and humans [4,11,24,26].
By exploiting the network-based approaches, such systems-level
host-pathogen interactomes resulted in the identification of sev-
eral novel molecular players, structural modules, functional com-
ponents, and overall cellular regulatory perturbations [23,27,28].
For instance, several reports revealed that diverse interactomes
exhibit similar network architecture and display scale-free net-
work topology [24]. To discover pathogens’ contact points,
neighborhood-based degree, and path-based betweenness central-
ity analyses have been applied [3,4,11]. Indeed, nodes with high
connections (hubs) and high betweenness (bottlenecks) were pre-
viously shown to be the preferred contact points in diverse host-
pathogenesis including diverse plant-pathogen interactomes,
human-viral, and human-bacterial interactomes, as well as these
topological centralities associated with different cancer
immunopathogenesis and other diseases [21–25,29–38]. Addition-
ally, pathogen target proteins were found closer (based on the
shortest path) to the pathogen-induced differentially expressed
genes [14]. Specific to the bacterial plant pathosystem, the network
analysis of several interactomes has been explored and revealed
that the aforementioned network centrality features are signifi-
cantly associated with the most venerable pathogen targets
[3,12,14,21,25,39–42].

Bacterial blight (BB) and bacterial leaf streak (BLS) are major
diseases in many rice (Oryza sativa) growing areas worldwide,
leading to a reduced yield and quality of this staple crop and
degrading plant quality [43]. BB is caused by Xanthomonas oryzae
pv. oryzae (Xoo), and BLS is caused by X. oryzae pv. oryzicola
(Xoc). These pathogens attack plants in part by injecting proteins
(effectors) secreted through the type III secretion system (T3S)
[44,45], which act in the plant cell to create conditions conducive
to pathogen multiplication and spread, which has been referred
to as effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS) [45]. The plant can
detect pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and effec-
tor molecules to activate patterns- and effector-triggered immu-
nity (PTI and ETI), respectively [45–47]. Largely, Xanthomonas
pathogens possess two types of pathogen effector proteins, tran-
scription activator-like (TAL) effectors and non-TAL effectors (Xan-
thomonas outer proteins, Xops) [48,49]. The TAL effectors act as
transcription factors and directly transcriptionally activate host
target genes. Some of these targets’ function as disease susceptibil-
ity (S) genes and others as resistance (R) genes, respectively medi-
ating what we refer to as effector-activated-susceptibility (EAS)
and immunity (EAI). EAS and EAI may be considered subclasses
of ETS and ETI, with the important distinction that the outcome
is mediated not by a protein–protein interaction between the
pathogen and host, but by direct transcriptional activation of a host
2002
gene by a TAL effector. A TAL effector finds its target via contiguous
interactions between polymorphic repeat sequences in the protein
and specific bases in the DNA [50,51]. This modular DNA-
recognition mechanism enables the experimental and computa-
tional identification of candidate TAL effector targets based on 1)
TAL effector-dependent upregulation and 2) the presence of a
matching DNA sequence in the promoter of the candidate gene
[52,53]. Additional experimentation is needed to validate candi-
dates and to determine whether their activation plays a role in dis-
ease. Because there is degeneracy in the base-specificity of some
repeat types, and because TAL effector-dependent gene expression
changes may include indirect results of TAL effector activity, candi-
dates may be numerous. A rational means of prioritizing candi-
dates for such validation is thus desirable.

Cross-species transcriptome and interactome studies have iden-
tified the most significant players in host-pathogen interactions
through integrative network systems biology techniques [54].
Transcriptome sequence data generated from different rice geno-
types inoculated with different virulent or avirulent strains of
Xoo or Xoc have been published, which we integrated with the col-
lection of rice computational interactomes to understand the rice-
Xanthomonas interplay [53]. Here, we performed network-based
analyses including standard centralities and a newly improved ver-
sion of weighted k-shell decomposition analysis on a comprehen-
sive rice protein–protein interaction network (RicePPInets) that
encompasses 17,421 nodes and 759,851 interactions. Additionally,
we generated multiple gene co-expression networks representing
five interaction outcome categories for rice-Xanthomonas interac-
tions (PTI, ETI, ETS, EAS, and EAI). Subsequently, we integrated
the co-expression networks (34,320 genes and 71,110,592 interac-
tions) with RicePPInets and reported a RIce-Xanthomonas INterac-
tome (RIXIN) with 9,603 proteins and 110,281 interactions.
Focusing on BLS and five pathogenic TAL effectors conserved across
multiple Xoc strains (called Tal2g, Tal3a, Tal3b, Tal9a, and Tal11b in
strain BLS256 [Wilkins, 2015]), we discovered that high centrality
nodes as well as proteins located in the inner layers of RIXIN are
enriched in previously identified candidate TAL effector targets.
Moreover, we also discovered that RIXIN exhibits significant prop-
erties of biological networks and can serve as a computational
resource representing the most influential proteins during Xoc-
rice interaction. Thus, we propose network analysis as one means
of prioritizing candidate pathogen effector candidates for valida-
tion experiments.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Dataset acquisition

The large-scale high-confidence computational interactome
(RicePPInets) was compiled by merging the interactions of four rice
protein–protein interaction networks (RicePPInet [55], PRIN [56],
STRING [57], and ORFome [58]) for network biology analysis. The
transcriptomics datasets were downloaded from the Gene Expres-
sion Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) database. We
included seven transcriptome datasets (GEO series ID: GSE16793,
GSE19239, GSE33411, GSE34192, GSE36272, GSE63047, and
GSE67588) in this study representing different classes (outcomes)
of host-pathogen interaction (EAI, ETS, PTI, EAS, and ETI). A total of
478 pathogen effector targets were included in this study compris-
ing 378 Candidate, 19 validated Xoc TAL effector targets, which
interact with well-studied five TALs (Tal2g, Tal3a, Tal3b, Tal9a,
and Tal11b) extracted from Wilkins et al. 2015 [53] and Cernadas
et al. 2014 [52], and 81 rice orthologs of Arabidopsis host-
pathogen targets obtained from Ahmed et al. 2019 [12].

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo
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2.2. Network analyses

The network centrality measures for the rice interactome
(RicePPInets) were analyzed using the NetworkX [59] library in
Python 2.7.13. Comprehensively, we computed neighborhood-
based, path-based, and iterative refinement centralities – degree,
betweenness centrality, eigenvector centrality, and information
centrality of the network with n number of nodes and edges.

Further, the weighted k-shell decomposition network measure
was performed as described in Wei et al [60] and Ahmed et al
[12]. This method generates the shells by weighing the node’s
degree and the connected edges. The calculation is done by the
equation.

kwi ¼ ak
i þ 1� að Þ

X
j 2 Ciwij

where Ci are sets of neighboring nodes of i and wij is the edge
weight defined as wij¼KiþKj

. The value of a was set to 0.5.
Additionally, all network analysis was performed on two ran-

dom networks generated from RicePPInets for a comparative
study. One of the random networks preserved the degree distribu-
tion while another random network did not preserve the pre-
existing degree distribution of RicePPInets. All networks were visu-
alized using Cytoscape 3.7.1 [61].

Weighted k-shell decomposition implementation. We imple-
mented the weighted k-shell algorithm in Python (3.7). The scripts
can be accessed on (GitHub).

2.3. Co-expression network construction

We constructed a Xoc-rice interaction co-expression network
from seven transcriptome datasets. First, seven GEO datasets
(GSE16793 [52], GSE19239 [62], GSE33411, GSE34192,
GSE36272, GSE63047 [63], and GSE67588 [53]) were downloaded
from the NCBI GEO database. Second, the datasets were partitioned
into five rice categories, based on the nature of the interaction
based on outcome (EAI, ETS, PTI, EAS, and ETI; see Supplemental
Information). To determine respective similar gene expressions,
we implemented a correlation-based R package, weighted gene
co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) [64]. A soft-threshold
power of 18–12 along with a scale-free model fit was utilized for
maximum scale-free topology, preserving high mean connectivity,
and rejecting lesser correlations based on the number of samples
per dataset. We created individual elementary WGCNA networks
using flashClust() and cutreeDynamic() algorithms, incorporating
all cleaned expression values [65]. The resulting networks were
merged into five different co-expression networks based on the
five interaction categories (EAI co-expressed pairs, EAS co-
expressed pairs, ETI co-expressed pairs, ETS co-expressed pairs,
and PTI co-expressed pairs). Finally, a massive rice-Xanthomonas
interaction co-expression network (RXICoNet) was constructed.
Further, RXICoNet was integrated with RicePPInets to get the
Rice-Xanthomonas Interaction Network (RIXIN) using in-house
python scripts.

2.4. Functional analyses

Gene Ontology analysis and enrichment of inner layers’ proteins
and candidate TAL effector targets in RicePPInets and RIXIN were
achieved through the panther gene ontology tool [66].

2.5. Statistical analyses

We carried out power-law correlation (r2) analysis, Pearson cor-
relation analysis, the Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test, and a test for
hypergeometric enrichment using R version 3.3.1 as well as the
2003
online Stat Trek tool. The top 10 % nodes with high centrality val-
ues for the following centrality measures: degree, betweenness,
information centrality, and eigenvector were classified as the sig-
nificant property of RicePPInets and RIXIN proteins. Similarly, four
shells cutoffs (10 %, 15 %, 20 %, and 33 %) for the weighted k-shell
decomposition method were considered to classify internal layers’
proteins, and others were peripheral layers’ proteins.
3. Results

3.1. Network centralities identify the most influential proteins in
RicePPInets

To investigate the protein relationships in rice interactomes and
subsequently identify potential important nodes in rice, we devel-
oped a computational pipeline that encompasses a series of net-
work analyses (Fig. S1). Towards this, we compiled a
comprehensive and non-redundant computational rice interac-
tome; RicePPInets from four diverse sources encompassing
17,421 nodes (proteins) and 759,851 edges (interactions) (see
Methods, Fig. 1A-B, Table S1). To examine the structural properties
of RicePPInets, we generated two random networks i.e., a degree
preserving random network and a non-degree preserving random
network. To evaluate network robustness, we calculated the
scale-free property of RicePPInets and compared it with non-
degree preserving random network. As expected, the network
degree centrality revealed that RicePPInets follows a scale-free
property based on the power-law distribution (r2 = 0.84); few pro-
teins have a higher number of connections than other proteins. In
contrast, the non-degree preserving random network doesn’t fol-
low the scale-free property, with >75 % of proteins having the same
degree distribution (Fig. 1C, Table S1). Next, we performed the
standard network centrality analysis (degree, betweenness, infor-
mation, and eigenvector) on RicePPInets to explore the topological
features of nodes. It is well documented that the highly connected
nodes are also central to the network, thus we performed the cor-
relation analysis on all centralities. The quantitative relationship
between proteins corresponding to degree, betweenness, informa-
tion, and eigenvector centrality distribution revealed that highly
connected nodes in RicePPInets are also bottlenecks (Pearson cor-
relation r = 0.66, P < 0.0001) and significant information spreaders
(Pearson correlation r = 0.5, P < 0.0001) (Fig. 1D and E, Table S1). At
the same time, eigenvector centrality correlation with a degree
was also high (Pearson correlation r = 0.0.97) (Fig. 1E) RicePPInets.
Further, we classified the significant nodes based on the top 10 % of
centrality nodes for each topological centrality. In RicePPInets, the
top 10 % of proteins with the maximum number of connections are
found to be ‘‘hub248(hub)” with 248 or more connections. Subse-
quently, betweenness centrality distribution revealed that a subset
of proteins is significantly central in RicePPInets, termed ‘‘bottle-
necks.” with selected ‘‘0.000268” as the cutoff for significant bot-
tlenecks representing the top 10 % of proteins in RicePPInets
(Fig. 1F, Table S1). Additionally, information centrality distribution
on the largest subnetwork of RicePPInets revealed that most of the
proteins in the subnetwork have high information spreader (top 10
%, IC cutoff 0.000329) properties (Fig. 1F), and eigenvector central-
ity distribution also identified the top 10 % of nodes with high
eigenvector cutoff 0.011198984 in RicePPInets (Fig. 1F). The func-
tional analysis for significant proteins revealed that some of the
significantly enriched ontologies are a response to stimulus,
response to stress, signal transduction, organic compound trans-
port, defense response, translation elongation, cellular response
to nitrogen starvation, and immune system processes (P < 0.01,
Table S1). To explore the topological locations of 478 pathogenic
effector targets (see methods; Fig. 1F), we mapped and identified



Fig. 1. Structural centrality measures identifies RicePPInets most influential proteins in the network. (A) RicePPInets encompassing four rice protein–protein interaction
networks (RicePPInet, PRIN, STRING, and ORFome). (B) RicePPInets enlists 17,421 nodes (proteins) and 759,851 edges (interactions). (C) The graph illustrates the degree
distribution of RicePPInets and a random network. RicePPInets follows scale free network properties (r2 = 0.84) where few proteins have higher degree than others. The
random network does not, with >75 % of proteins having the same degree distribution. (D) The quantitative relationship between node degree and betweenness distribution
to identify the highly central and lethal nodes (Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 0.66, P < 0.0001). (E) The quantitative relationship among four standard centralities
distribution illustrates most of highly connected nodes have high information centrality, eigenvector and betweenness properties (Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 0.5–
0.97, P < 0.0001). (F) We collected a compendium of previously reported pathogen effector targets in rice and effector targets orthologs of Arabidopsis (Arab_immune) as
potential total pathogen effector targets (on top). Network analysis identified that total pathogen effector targets are significantly enriched in the proteins with high
properties including hub, bottleneck, information centrality (IC) and eigenvector centrality (EV) (hypergeometric test p < 0.001) (bottom).
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316 total pathogen effector targets in RicePPInets (Table S1). This
includes 8 experimentally validated TAL targets, 259 candidate
TAL targets [52,53] and 57 orthologs of effector targets in Ara-
bidopsis interactome (Arab_immune; Table S1) [12]. Interestingly,
we identified that these 316 pathogen effector targets are signifi-
cantly enriched as hubs, bottleneck, information, and eigenvector
centrality (hypergeometric test, P < 0.001). This analysis also iden-
2004
tified that standard centrality measures identified at least 20 % of
total pathogen effector targets with high parameters. Taken
together, these analyses supported earlier reports and strengthens
the established notion that a small section of nodes in the interac-
tome possess significantly increased standard network centrality
indices, thus controlling a large proportion of network functional-
ity [12,14,21,40].
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3.2. Weighted k-shell decomposition uncovers the core proteins

Recently, k-shell decomposition and its derivative ‘‘weighted k-
shell decomposition” analyses presented an extraordinary plat-
form for the classification of the significant proteins in interac-
tomes, outperforming standard network centrality indices
Fig. 2. Weighted k-shell decomposition identifies internal layer proteins have increased
shell decomposed with a = 0.5 computes two layers, internal and peripheral in green and
have the remaining 13,377 nodes in RicePPInets. (B) The proportion of RicePPInets node
protein of RicePPInets. (C-F) The centrality distribution of both internal and peripheral l
degree, betweenness, information centrality and eigenvector centrality. (Mann-Whitney
known effector targets in Arabidopsis (Arab-immune) and pathogen effector target prote
Fig. 2A identifies stimulus, stress, signal transduction, transport, defense and immune
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of thi

2005
comprising degree, betweenness, and PageRank [12,67]. However,
the current version of weighted k-shell decomposition is limited to
small-scale networks. Towards making it applicable to larger-scale
networks, we first improved its computational code (see Methods).
This implementation reduced the execution time from weeks to
hours. Moreover, the current implementation is easy to execute
pathogen effector targets than standard centralities in RicePPInets. (A) Weighted k-
red color, respectively. The internal layers have 4,044 nodes while peripheral layers
s with significant centrality cutoff. Grey are significant proteins and white are other
ayers of RicePPInets illustrates that internal layers’ proteins have significantly high
test P < 0.0001). (G) The proportion of proteins in high centralities corresponding to
ins (Pathogen targets). (H) The gene ontology analysis of inner layers’ protein from
system proteins are significantly enriched (P < 0.01). (For interpretation of the

s article.)
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on a wide variety of operating systems, is user-friendly, and does
not depend upon bash and Java run time in the environment. To
identify the most influential node in RicePPInets, we employed this
improved version of weighted k-shell decomposition to RicePPI-
nets and both random networks with a = 0.5 as a default parameter
[12]. The analysis parsed the network into different shells within
the network to compute the core of the network. As a result, we
discovered 2,835 shells (1/3rd of total shells) from the core of
the network as the internal layers. The remaining 5,756 shells of
RicePPInets are designated as a peripheral (outer) layers (Fig. 2A,
Table S1). The internal and peripheral layers consist of 4,044 and
13,377 nodes, respectively. Furthermore, to evaluate the shells
with other standard network centralities, we selected three more
cutoffs for internal layers proteins for 10 %, 15 %, and 20 % of shells,
which resulted in 1,097, 1,812, and 2,467 proteins, respectively.
The comparison against standard centralities and internal layers
for the identification of significant proteins revealed that the top
10 % nodes with centralities have � 1,742 proteins, whereas shells
with 10 % inner layers represent only 6% of all nodes in RicePPInets,
whereas 33 % of inner layers represents 23 % of all nodes in RiceP-
PInets (Fig. 2B). Hereafter, we mapped standard network centrali-
ties against internal and peripheral layers’ proteins to establish the
structural influence of proteins. Strikingly, we found that the
degree, betweenness, information centrality, and eigenvector cen-
trality of internal layers’ proteins are significantly higher than
those of the peripheral layers’ proteins (Fig. 2C-E, Mann-Whitney
test, P < 0.0001). Further, to explore the distribution of total patho-
gen targets in inner layers of RicePPInets, we mapped the above-
described 316 pathogen targets to a weighted k-shell decomposed
network. Interestingly, the analysis identified that the inner layers
of 33 % of shells encompasses 40 % of TAL effector targets and
� 45 % of Arab_immune (Fig. 2G). This is a major improvement
in the pathogen effector target discovery through interactome
analysis. Furthermore, the high enrichment of Arab_immune as
bottleneck nodes also aligns with the finding that generally con-
served proteins possess high betweenness centrality. Additionally,
to test the biological significance of inner layers’ proteins, we per-
formed gene ontology analysis by panther database. The analysis
revealed that some of the significantly enriched ontologies for
internal layers proteins are a response to stimulus, response to
stress, signal transduction, organic compound transport, defense
response, and immune system processes (P < 0.01, Table S1). Taken
together these observations imply that the proteins residing within
the internal layers of RicePPInets are poised to be the most influen-
tial, central, and poised to be a preferential target of pathogen
effectors.

3.3. The Rice-Xanthomonas interactome (RIXIN) as a potential source
to discover candidate TAL effector targets

Having established the robust, scale-free nature of RicePPInets,
we sought to investigate its utility for examining putative molecu-
lar contact points in a specific host-pathogen interaction. For this,
we took advantage of extensive existing gene expression data for
different rice genotypes interacting with different strains of Xoo
and Xoc representing different plant-pathogen interaction outcome
categories (EAI, ETS, PTI, EAS, and ETI) to filter the interactions
(Fig. 3A; NCBI GEO database accessions GSE16793, GSE19239,
GSE33411, GSE34192, GSE36272, GSE63047, and GSE67588). First,
we classified each dataset into one of the five categories based on
the interaction represented (Fig. 3A, Supplemental Information).
Subsequently, we performed a weighted co-expression network
analysis (WGCNA) for each of the transcriptome datasets. This
analysis yielded five individual co-expression networks partitioned
into five interaction categories (EAI: 184,371 pairs, EAS: 86,064
pairs, ETI: 44,341,444 pairs, ETS: 20,127,875 pairs, and PTI:
2006
2,196,789 pairs, Supplemental Information). To understand the
comprehensive Xanthomonas-infected rice gene co-expression net-
work, we merged five individual co-expression networks. Conse-
quently, we recovered a massive rice-Xanthomonas interaction
co-expression network (RXICoNet) with 34,302 nodes and
71,110,592 non-redundant edges. Given the massive size of RXIC-
oNet, we integrated the RicePPInets (17,421 nodes and 759,851
edges) with RXICoNet to get the Xanthomonas-infected rice specific
PPI network, which we termed the rice-Xanthomonas interactome
(RIXIN). The RIXIN network encompasses 9,603 proteins with
110,281 interactions (Fig. 3B, Table S2). To verify the robustness
of RIXIN, we performed standard network centralities analyses
on it (Figs. S4A and B, Fig. S2A). Interestingly, RIXIN follows a
scale-free property-based power-law distribution (r2 = 0.92) as
most real-world networks [20]. Also, few nodes of RIXIN have high
betweenness centrality, similar to most previously studied interac-
tomes [9,12,14,40,68]. Furthermore, the quantitative relationship
between proteins corresponding to a degree, betweenness, infor-
mation, and eigenvector centrality distribution revealed that
highly connected nodes in RIXIN have high eigenvector values
(Pearson correlation r2 = 0.96, P < 0.0001) and significant
bottleneck and information spreaders (Pearson correlation
r2 = 0.43–0.65, P < 0.0001) (Fig. 3D). Afterward, we computed the
significant property proteins with a high degree, betweenness,
information, and eigenvector centrality with a standard cutoff of
the top 10 % nodes for each centrality. As a result, we have 960 pro-
teins with high values for each centrality. Consequently, to test the
hypothesis that pathogen effector targets are central, we mapped
the total pathogen effector proteins in RIXIN. Intriguingly, we
observed that most of the pathogen effector targets are signifi-
cantly enriched only as bottlenecks but not as a hub, information,
or eigenvector centrality in RIXIN (Fig. 3E, Table S2). To verify the
enrichment of pathogen effector proteins in the hub and bottle-
neck of the interactome, we constructed two additional random
networks, i.e., a random RIXIN (rRIXIN; Table S2, Fig S2A) and
degree-preserving random RIXIN (rdp_RIXIN; Table S2, Fig. S2C)
network. The network centrality analysis identified 34 and 25 total
pathogen targets are part of hub and bottlenecks, which are neither
enriched in rRIXIN nor in rdp_RIXIN networks (Table S2, Fig. S2B,
and D; hypergeometric test p-value > 0.05). Furthermore, we also
tested the enrichment of pathogen targets in inner layers’ proteins
of the rdp_RIXIN network. Again, we reported that 87 pathogen
targets are present in the inner layers’ proteins, which are not sig-
nificantly enriched in inner layers’ proteins of rdp_RIXIN (Table S2,
Fig. S2D; hypergeometric test p-value > 0.05). Next, we compared
the total pathogen effector targets with high centrality parameters
among four network topologies. The analysis found that most of
the pathogen targets (28) share all four high parameters including
degree, betweenness, information, and eigenvector centrality.
Whereas 13 pathogen effector targets are uniquely enriched as
bottlenecks relating to the significance of betweenness to the val-
idated TAL targets and Arab_immune. These analyses strongly sug-
gest that RIXIN reflects significant properties of biological
networks and can serve as a computational resource for studying
the most influential and central proteins with additional topologi-
cal measures in the Xanthomonas-infected rice interactome.

3.4. Candidate TAL effector target predictability improved by weighted
k-shell decomposition indices in the rice-pathogen interaction
interactome

The evolution of specialized pathogen effectors to target the
most influential, predominantly core nodes of host intracellular
networks to the pathogen’s advantage has been widely reported
[4,12,14,69]. To investigate whether the candidate and validated
TAL effector targets might reside in the inner layers of RIXIN, we
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employed the weighted k-shell decomposition analysis on RIXIN
and the random versions of RIXIN. We restricted the analysis with
three inner shell cutoffs including 10 %, 20 %, and 33 %, which iden-
tified 959, 1,920, and 2,653 nodes in the inner shells, respectively
(Fig. 4A, Table S2). Here, we report that inner shells 33 % is the best
cutoff to determine the internal layers’ proteins and peripheral lay-
ers’ proteins. Next, to explore the topological residence of pathogen
effector targets, we mapped the compendium of 478 total patho-
gen effector targets (see methods) (Fig. 4B, Table S1). Furthermore,
we explored the enrichment of 318 out of 478 pathogen effector
target proteins (including 57 Arabidopsis immune orthologues,
252 candidate, and 9 validated TAL targets) among significant pro-
teins corresponding to hubs, bottlenecks, influential information
spreaders, eigenvector, and different inner shells in RIXIN
(Table S1). Interestingly, we found that hub, information centrality,
and eigenvector centrality only discover a total of 38, 39, and 40
pathogen effector targets, respectively including two validated
TAL effectors targets (OsTFX1, SWEET14) in degree and informa-
tion centrality and one in eigenvector centrality (OsTFX1) with
high values (Fig. 4C, hypergeometric P > 0.05, n.s). Similarly, the
bottleneck discovers a total of 43 pathogen effector targets includ-
ing five validated TAL effector targets (OsTFX1, SWEET11,
SWEET13, SWEET14, and OsHEN1), XA1; an R protein that recog-
nizes TALEs independent of their transcriptional activity, and nine
Arab_immune (Fig. 4C, hypergeometric P < 0.05). Whereas the
inner layers proteins of RIXIN encompass a total of 60, 80, and
102 pathogen effector targets in Inner shells_10, Inner shells_20,
and Inner shells_33, respectively (Fig. 4C, hypergeometric
P < 0.05). Interestingly, we found that two validated TAL effector
targets (OsTFX1, SWEET14) are part of each inner shell cutoff.
However, weighted k-shell decomposition identified 46, 60, and
81 candidate TAL effector targets in Inner shells_10, Inner
shells_20, and Inner shells_33, respectively (Fig. 4C). Furthermore,
we found that 12, 18, and 19 Arab_immune is present in Inner
shells_10, Inner shells_20, and Inner shells_33, respectively
(Fig. 4C). Additionally, the analysis uncovered that there are twice,
or more total candidate TAL effector targets discovered by the
weighted k-shell decomposition method than the standard central-
ity measures. Taken together, these observations substantiate pre-
vious reports suggesting that weighted k-shell decomposition
analysis (32%) significantly increases the predictability of effector
targets compared to standard network centralities (11.9%, 13.5%,
12.2%, and 12.5% for hubs, bottlenecks, information centrality,
and eigenvector centrality, respectively).

To test the biological significance of internal layers’ proteins at
different inner shells cutoff, we used gene ontology (GO) enrich-
ment analysis by panther [66]. Interestingly, the GO analysis
revealed that most of the inner shell 10 proteins are significantly
enriched in biological regulation, response to stimulus, response
to stress, signal transduction, organic substance transport, intracel-
lular transport, immune system, and MAPK cascade (Fig. 4D,
P < 0.01, Table S2). Interestingly we also observe that more pro-
teins from inner shells 20 and 30 are significantly enriched among
3

Fig. 3. Pathogen effector targets are enriched in Rice-Xanthomonas Interaction Network
construction, we followed the pipeline (see methods), which generated a massive networ
RicePPInets to get the Rice-Xanthomonas Interaction Network (RIXIN). (B) RIXIN, with
orthologs of effector targets in Arabidopsis (Arab_immune) in and validated effector targ
network. RIXIN follows scale free network properties (r2 = 0.92) where few proteins
significantly different (P < 0.0001). (D) The quantitative relationship among four stand
information centrality, eigenvector and betweenness properties (Pearson correlation co
total pathogen targets are significantly enriched in the proteins with high between
(hypergeometric test p < 0.05). (F) Most of candidate pathogen targets (28) with high ce
pathogen targets. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

2008
biological regulation, response to stimuli, response to stress, and
signal transduction process supporting the significance of internal
layers’ proteins in RIXIN during pathogen infection. Furthermore,
most of the internal layers’ protein biological roles are not well
characterized during pathogen infection, which suggests the need
for extensive future functional determination.

Given the aforementioned observations, we extracted the vali-
dated TAL targets (OsTFX1, AAO1, OsHEN1, SULTR3:6, SWEET11,
SWEET13, SWEET14, and LOC_Os12g42970) and XA1; R protein
subnetwork from RIXIN to explore the integral contribution of
integrative network biology to pinpoint potential TAL effector tar-
get proteins. Interestingly, the subnetwork highlighted most of the
previous candidate TAL effector targets (TFIIAc-1, PRX92,
LOC_Os06g03080, DRE1J, DRIP1, FKP1, HDAC3, MLO12, PBF1, PP7,
PICAKM1A, TOL6, SAPK2, SAR1, LOC_Os12g30180,
LOC_Os02g30100, LOC_Os02g38220, and VHA-F), and Arab_im-
mune (CLH1, PP2A, ROC5) as the closest partners of validated
TAL effector targets (Fig. 4E, Table S3). These highlighted proteins
along with others should be investigated experimentally for their
contribution to rice-xanthomas interaction. Given the unknown
intricacy of rice-xanthomas interaction, the integrative multi-
omics product; RIXIN will further expand our understanding of
pivotal crosstalk and the intersection between immunity and sig-
nal transduction during pathogen infection. Moreover, these
system-wide techniques can be implemented for the accelerated
investigation of significantly enriched unclassified proteins from
the inner vicinity of the multi-omics protein–protein interaction
network and their contribution to host-pathogen interplay.
4. Discussion

In the last two decades, network science has provided an excel-
lent opportunity to evaluate diverse interactomes across animal
and plant models [4,26,70]. Standard network centrality measures
have been applied to interactomes to extract significant and
emerging molecular components participating in different biologi-
cal processes [9,12–14]. In this study, network centralities and
weighted k-shell decomposition methods were used to reveal the
most influential players in a comprehensive rice interactome that
was built from four major sources and was termed RicePPInets.
We established that RicePPInets follows the universal scale-free
network property and that some highly connected nodes are cen-
tral as well as the most influential information spreaders. This
real-world network-specifying property has been discussed in
the context of network robustness for several years. Nevertheless,
some groundbreaking studies have delineated its fundamental
importance [17,54,71]. Regardless of the model system under
study, several prokaryotic and eukaryotic system-wide interac-
tomes have demonstrated scale-free node distribution [13,17,23–
26,72]. We also showed that a few nodes with high connectivity
serve as bottlenecks, eigenvectors, and significant information
spreaders (Pearson r = 0.66, 0.50, and 0.97, respectively). After
(RIXIN). (A) For comprehensive rice-Xanthomonas rice gene co-expression network
k, RXICoNet with 34,302 nodes and 71,110,592 edges. RXICoNet was integrated with
9,603 nodes and 110,281 edges. The candidate TAL effector targets by royal blue,
ets in red. (C) The graph illustrates the degree distribution of RIXIN and its random
have higher degree than others. The degree distribution among both networks is
ard centralities distribution illustrates most of highly connected nodes have high
efficient of r = 0.43–0.96, P < 0.0001). (E) Network analysis of RIXIN identified that
ness but not in hub, information centrality (IC) and eigenvector centrality (EV)
ntrality are shared by four network parameters. Only bottleneck have 13 candidate
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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highlighting hubs as critical nodes in interactomes, the expansion
of network theory elucidated bottlenecks in different model sys-
tems [13,73,74]. Several proteome-scale interactome studies have
established the notion that hub nodes often are not essential and
are generally associated with functionally redundant gene dupli-
cates [73,75–78]. These studies paved the future directions in net-
work science by introducing the concept of network rewiring and
transcriptional reprogramming by minimizing the severity of
‘‘so-called” highly vulnerable nodes [68,79–81]. Irrespective of
these debatable divergences, hub and bottleneck indices remained
pivotal in host-pathogen interactome studies in plants and animals
[9,12,14,21,23,40,82]. Our observations further emphasize the sig-
nificance of highly connected and central nodes involved in
defense and immune systems in RicePPInets. Moreover, by com-
paring the nodes that are associated with standard centrality fea-
tures and located within the internal layers of the network, we
observed that although most of the biological processes are the
same, translation elongation and nitrogen starvation processes
are unique to significant proteins, whereas processes including
developmental, brassinosteroid-mediated signaling pathway,
mRNA splicing, and translational initiation process are uniquely
enriched in internal layers’ proteins. We also found that internal
layers of RicePPInets have several MAP kinases (M2K1, MPK1,
MPK12, MPK5, and MPK3), RLKs (RK176, RK185, CRK10, XA21),
LRR receptor kinase (SERK2), and several TFs (LG2, TGA21, TGAL1,
TGAL5, TGAL6, and TGAL7), which are major immune system play-
ers in host-pathogen interplay. Furthermore, we revealed that
some nodes with enhanced connectivity, bottlenecks, eigenvector,
and information spreaders that reside in the inner layers of the
interactome are the most vulnerable proteins, which can either
be the candidate or validated targets of candidate TAL effectors
(Fig. 2C-F). Indeed overall, we detected the enrichment of TAL
effector targets and Arab_immune in the internal layers by two-
folds as compared to standard network centralities. Interestingly,
the high presence of Arab_immune in bottlenecks suggests the
evolutionary conserved immune-related proteins are central in
rice interactome.

RicePPInets corresponds to system-wide PPI, so, many of the
proteins are likely to be involved in several biological functions
[55]. Prior to the work presented here, there was no genome-
wide PPI network representing the Xanthomonas-infected rice
interactome. Since it has been shown that hubs and bottlenecks
are enriched in conditional phenotypes and immune-related nodes
[12], we focused on understanding the relationship between the
interactome and transcriptome specifically by examining RicePPI-
nets in the context of rice-Xanthomonas interactions. It has been
shown that genes expressed similarly cluster together in networks
and this aids in the discovery of novel players and modules in
plant-pathogen interactions [83]. Therefore, we modeled a rice-
Xanthomonas protein–protein interaction network (RIXIN) by inte-
grating several co-expression networks representing several cate-
gories of rice-Xanthomonas interaction based on the outcome of
the interaction. The significantly high enrichment of TAL effector
targets in the internal layers’ nodes of RIXIN demonstrates the util-
3

Fig. 4. Weighted k-shell decomposition discovered more pathogen effector target protein
of RIXIN nodes with significant centrality cutoff. Black are significant proteins and wh
internal layers’ proteins (purple), peripheral layers’ proteins (yellow) in RIXIN. We also m
(green), 9 validated (red) Xoc TAL effector targets, 11 predicted TAL targets (pink), and
Arab_immune) (light purple). (C) The total number of pathogen effector target protei
proteins reside in RIXIN with high centralities. (D) The gene ontology analysis of inner lay
response to stimulus, stress, signal transduction, transport, defense and immune system
association of validated pathogen effector targets and their first neighbors in RIXIN. (For i
the web version of this article.)
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ity of integrative network biology to identify emergent proteins
and modules in biotic/abiotic stress [12]. RIXIN will serve as a
high-confidence computational interactome resource to study dif-
ferent emergent molecular players in rice-Xanthomonas interac-
tions, and potential interactions of rice with other pathogens.

Consistent with previous studies, we demonstrated here that
candidate and validated targets of Xoc TAL effectors and Arab_im-
mune nodes possess significantly enhanced centrality numbers in
RicePPInets and RIXIN. While standard network centralities were
predictors of a small fraction (�6.5 %) of pathogen effector targets
in the Arabidopsis interactome (AI-1MAIN) [12], they predict
approximately 19–26 % of the total candidate pathogen effector
targets (including candidates, validated, and Arab_immune) in Rice
interactome (RicePPInets) and 11–13% of the total pathogen effec-
tor targets (including candidates, validated, and Arab_immune) in
rice-Xanthomonas interactome (RIXIN). Using the weighted k-shell
network decomposition method, we achieved a tremendous
improvement of 25 % (to 40 %) in RicePPInets and an improvement
of 19 % (to 32 %) in RIXIN. These results are consistent with previ-
ous studies to identify pathogen target proteins in plants and
humans [9,12]. Our observations further exemplify the power of
network decomposition analysis, in conjunction with standard net-
work matrices to identify hubs, bottlenecks, eigenvector, and infor-
mation spreaders that allow researchers to identify the most
instrumental and vulnerable points in interactomes of complex
biological systems. Further, our work adds support to the general
conclusion that most pathogen targets are in or in close proximity
to the core, with significantly high average centralities, rather than
in the periphery of the interactome [6,24,25]. Moreover, the func-
tional analysis of inner layers’ proteins of RIXIN highlighted some
of the core pathways hijacked by the pathogen to manipulate the
host to its benefit, including biological regulation, response to
stimulus, stress, signal transduction, transport, defense, and
immune system proteins, which have been garnering increased
attention recently in studies of plant-pathogen interactions [84–
86]. Additionally, nine experimentally verified TAL targets
(OsTFX1, XA1, AAO1, OsHEN1, SULTR3:6, SWEET11, SWEET13,
SWEET14, and LOC_Os12g42970) and their neighbors in RIXIN
should be investigated for the expansion of putative pathogen tar-
gets and their contribution in plant-pathogen interaction and
defense mechanisms.

It is important to note that pathogen effector targets including
validated and candidate TAL effector targets as well as Arab_im-
mune are not enriched among hubs or bottlenecks as well as in
the inner layers of degree-preserving and non-degree preserving
random networks, which further highlights the specificity of our
network analyses. Enrichment of candidate or validated TAL effec-
tor targets in PPINets or RIXIN does not necessarily mean that all
the inner layers proteins are potential TAL effector targets. As of
today, knock-out mutants of a handful of TAL effector targets have
shown a measurable pathological phenotype. How the other vali-
dated or candidate TAL effector targets contribute to the pathogen-
esis of this deadly disease is an area of future research. It is
plausible that knocking out mutants corresponding to a set of these
s with high network properties than other standard centralities. (A) The proportion
ite are other protein of RIXIN. (B) The weighted k-shell decomposition discovered
apped the 318 proteins as total pathogen effector targets including 241 candidates
57 proteins are orthologs of effector targets in Arabidopsis interactome (AI-1MAIN;

ns including Arabidopsis (Arab-immune), validate and candidate pathogen target
ers’ protein for three cutoffs of inner shells in RIXIN identifies biological regulation,
proteins are significantly enriched (P < 0.01). (E) The subnetwork representing the
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
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TAL targets would not give rise to a measurable phenotype. Alter-
natively, the other such TAL targets may act as decoy molecules in
this evolutionary tug-of-war between rice and its bacterial blast-
inducing pathogens. Irrespective of this important scientific puz-
zle, our data established the fact that both candidate and validated
TAL effector targets are enriched in the inner layers of these rice
interactomes and that we increased the prediction power by impli-
cating a weighted k-shell centrality measure. Therefore, it provides
an important resource for future studies to prioritize the candidate
TAL effector targets and rice effectors’ targets in general.

In conclusion, we analyzed a genome-wide rice interactome to
identify significant players, integrated Xanthomonas-infected rice
co-expression networks to model a rice pathogen interactome rep-
resenting different possible outcomes of infection and discovered
an enrichment of candidate pathogen effector targets at central
nodes, using several network-centric approaches. A similar pipe-
line can be applied to various PPI networks including human and
plant interactomes to investigate the intricacy of host-pathogen
interactions toward therapeutic interventions.
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